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PONTXAC, michv the county seat of Oak-
land County, twenty-five miles northwest of
Detroit, on the Clinton River and on the
Grand Trunk, the Michigan Air Line and the
Pontiac, Oxford & Northern railroads. In
the county are several hundred picturesque
lakes, which afford good fishing and hunting
and have on their shores many hotels, club-
houses and fine summer residences; twelve
are near the city. The surrounding region
is agricultural, and the city contains carriage
factories, the Oakland automobile factory,
machine shops, a foundry, flour and lumber
mills, a knit goods factory, gas engine works
and other establishments. The Eastern
Michigan Asylum for the insane is here, and
the city has a high school library and the
ladies' library and a hospital. The place
was settled about 1818, was named in honor
of the Indian chief Pontiac, and was char-
tered as a city in 1861. The commission form
of government was adopted in 1911. Popu-
lation, 1920, 34,273; in 1930, 64,928, a gain
of 89 per cent.
PONTOON" BKIDGE, a temporary bridge
consisting of a board walk or roadway rest-
ing upon floating supports, called pontoons.
The supports may be flat-bottom boats, but
in military usage they are often metal cylin-
ders or floats made of canvas. These bridges
are often necessary in times of war, and in
modern armies there are special pontoon di-
visions, trained to construct these bridges,
and carrying a supply of equipment neces-
sary for their building. So easily is the
mechanical apparatus put together and so
rapidly is the work done that a body of well-
trained soldiers can span a river at the rate
of about a hundred feet in twelve minutes.
POODLE, poo'd'l, a little, long-haired lap
dog,~ popular in all parts of the world. The
thick hair is silky and either curls or hangs
in ropes. The eyes are black and vivacious
and bespeak an intelligence which makes the
dog popular.
POOL, a game played on a table which dif-
fers from the common form of billiard table
only in having sis pockets, into which the
balls may roll. These pockets occupy the
four corners of the table and the middle of
each side. There are a number of different
games of pool, of which the f ollowing may be
considered the more important.
Fifteen-ball poolisa. game played with one
cue ball and 15 object balls. At the begin-
ning of the game these object "balls axe put
 in a frame and arranged in the form of a
triangle in the middle of the foot of the table,
with the apex pointing toward the players.
The first player shoots from the head of the
table at the triangle of balls and endeavors
to knock them into the pockets. If he suc-
ceeds in putting one down, he shoots again,
and so on until he misses a shot, when his
opponent takes his turn, shooting from where
the cue ball lies. After this manner the game
is continued until all the balls are in the
pockets. Then each player counts as many
points as he has put balls into the pockets.
If at any time a player knocks the cue ball
into a pocket, one of the balls which he has
put down is placed on the table again at tho
foot. The nest player places the cue ball
again at the head of the table and shoots as
at the beginning of the game. It is custom-
ary to call the shot, that is, to indicate the
pocket into which an object ball is to be
driven. In the common form of the game,
all of the object balls are of uniform, red,
but the game may be modified by having the
object balls of different color, each bearing1 a
number, in which case the count is made ac-
cording to the numbers on the balls which are
put into the pockets. Any number of peo-
ple from two to a half-dozen may play the
game.
Pin pool is played on a regular pool table
or on a billiard table. Five small pins are
placed in the center of the table on five spots,
which are numbered as in the following dia-
gram, in which the number 1 is toward the
head of the table:
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Each pin counts as many points as are
indicated by the number of the spot on which
it stands. Three balls are used, two object
balls and a cue ball. At the beginning of the
game the two object balls are placed on spots
at the ends of the table, and the pins are
placed in the center. The cue ball is shot
from the head of the table at the farther ob-
ject ball, with the purpose of Imoeking down
the pins with either of the balls, after hitting
the object ball. At the beginning of the game
each player is given, usually from a leather
bottle, a small ball, on which is marked a
number. This number the player counts as
the beginning of his score, but makes no an-
nouncement of it unless he wins the game,
which consists of exactly 31 points, If a

